Clinical applications of 2D and 3D CT imaging of the airways--a review.
Hardware and software evolution has broadened the possibilities of 2D and 3D reformatting of spiral CT and MR data set. In the study of the thorax, intrinsic benefits of volumetric CT scanning and better quality of reconstructed images offer us the possibility to apply additional rendering techniques to everyday clinical practice. Considering the large number and redundancy of possible post-processing imaging techniques that we can apply to raw CT sections data, it is necessary to precisely set a well-defined number of clinical applications of each of them, by careful evaluation of their benefits and possible pitfalls in each clinical setting. In diagnostic evaluation of pathological processes affecting the airways, a huge number of thin sections is necessary for detailed appraisal and has to be evaluated, and information must then be transferred to referring clinicians. By additional rendering it is possible to make image evaluation and data transfer easier, faster, and more effective. In the study of central airways, additional rendering can be of interest for precise evaluation of the length, morphology, and degree of stenoses. It may help in depicting exactly the locoregional extent of central tumours by better display of relations with bronchovascular interfaces and can increase CT/bronchoscopy sinergy. It may allow closer radiotherapy planning and better depiction of air collections, and, finally, it could ease panoramic evaluation of the results of dynamic or functional studies, that are made possible by increased speed of spiral scanning. When applied to the evaluation of peripheral airways, as a completion to conventional HRCT scans, High-Resolution Volumetric CT, by projection slabs applied to target areas of interest, can better depict the profusion and extension of affected bronchial segments in bronchiectasis, influence the choice of different approaches for tissue sampling by better evaluation of the relations of lung nodules with the airways, or help to detect otherwise overlooked slight pathological findings. In the exploration of the air-spaces of the head and neck, targeted multiplanar study can now be performed without additional scanning by retro-reconstructed sections from original transverse CT slices. Additional rendering can help in surgical planning, by simulation of surgical approaches, and allows better integration with functional paranasal sinuses endoscopic surgery, by endoscopic perspective rendering. Whichever application we perform, the clinical value of 2D and 3D rendering techniques lies in the possibility of overcoming perceptual difficulties and 'slice pollution', by easing more efficient data transfer without loss of information. 3D imaging should not be considered, in the large majority of cases, as a diagnostic tool: looking at reformatted images may increase diagnostic accuracy in only very few cases, but an increase in diagnostic confidence could be not negligible. The purpose of the radiologist skilled in post-processing techniques should be that of modifying patient management, by more confident diagnostic evaluation, in a small number of patients, and, in a larger number of cases, by simplifying communication with referring physicians and surgeons. We will display in detail possible clinical applications of the different 2D and 3D imaging techniques, in the study of the tracheobronchial tree, larynx, nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses by Helical CT, review relating bibliography, and briefly discuss pitfalls and perspectives of CT rendering techniques for each field.